2014 Success Rates

!

Lion Hunts
We took 4 lion hunters and killed 4 toms.

!

Spring Bear
We took 4 hunters on the first hunt. We shot 3 bears and missed 2 or 3
others.
Second hunt we had one hunter and he shot a small bear the second day.
Third week we had two hunters. They shot a large chocolate boar that
squared 6 ½ feet, missed a bear and passed up another bear.

!

Archery Elk and Deer
First hunt, we had two hunters. We saw a lot of elk, killed a 315 bull,
wounded another 6 point bull and shot a small buck. We saw a 190 buck
several times but could not get close to it.
Second hunt, we wounded a 6 point bull and missed another 6 point.
Saw lots of elk and deer.

!

Rifle Elk and Deer
Wilderness, we had two hunters the first week of Oct. and killed a 6
point and 5 point bulls. My son also killed a small 6 point. This was his
first elk.
On the four day deer hunt, we killed 3 good bucks for 3 clients and both
of my boys also killed nice deer.
On the opening of elk season, we killed 5 bulls for 5 hunters. Two of the
bulls scored between 285 and 300. The other bulls were small. We killed
3 good bucks, saw some huge bucks, missed some bulls and some good
bucks. Everyone had lots of opportunities.
The second hunt we had 4 guided hunters and 3 drop campers.
The guided hunters shot 3 big bucks and missed some bucks and bulls.
The three drop campers shot one big buck.
By November, we were back in the wilderness.

The first 3 hunters shot 3 nice bucks and 2 bulls. They missed a bull. We
saw 11 bulls not counting spikes on the first day of the hunt.
The last wilderness hunt we had 3 hunters.
They tagged out by shooting 2 bulls and 3 bucks.
The last deer hunt in the front range was unbelievable. We saw a lot of
very large deer. We only have one tag for this hunt so we are able to put
a lot of effort into this hunt. We killed a buck that will probably make
record book.

